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ABSTRACT
We present a novel approach to the automatic generation
of filmic variants within an implemented Video-Based Storytelling (VBS) system that successfully integrates video
segmentation with stochastically controlled re-ordering techniques and narrative generation via AI planning. We have
introduced flexibility into the video recombination process
by sequencing video shots in a way that maintains local video
consistency and this is combined with exploitation of shot
polysemy to enable shot reuse in a range of valid semantic
contexts. Results of evaluations on output narratives using a shared set of video data show consistency in terms of
local video sequences and global causality with no loss of
generative power.
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I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene Understanding—Video Analysis

General Terms
Algorithms
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The original idea behind interactive cinema, since Činčera’s
Kinoautomat, was to allow user preferences to modify the
unfolding of the narrative, whilst preserving the overall story
world. However, the “branching narrative” approach to interactive films has eventually been abandoned due to the
exponential cost attached to the shooting of filmic material
for all alternative scenes, and the adverse effects on spectators’ filmic experience of mandatory interaction at branching
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points [13]. Another limitation of branching video applied
to cinema is that it depends largely on local decision points
and is unable to make use of global filmic properties, falling
short of core narrative principles which, since Aristotle, have
emphasised the overall shape of dramatic action.
This double limitation of video content generation explains why most recent research in Interactive Storytelling
(IS) has taken place using computer graphics [21] and more
recently computer games engines [24], which provide a visual medium facilitating the dynamic generation of visual
content, e.g. through built-in mechanisms for keyframed animation generating motion sequences that can still be split
and recombined through scripting and other mechanisms.
These systems have increasingly adopted the visual codes of
film itself, through real-time camera control and simplified
forms of real-time editing. Yet, despite recent progress in
graphics rendering and wide-scale acceptance of 3D animation in film, the visual quality of video is still far superior to
that of real-time generated graphics.
Current interest in storytelling applied to video is dominated by the storyfication or emergent storytelling paradigm
[27]. Storyfication, which stems from a different perspective
on narrative than the one traditionally associated to film,
is about using temporal and semantic relationships to attribute meaning to a sequence of events, e.g. forming a life
narrative from personal videos. Conversely, the challenge
of Video-Based Storytelling (VBS) for films that we are addressing consists in generating alternative stories from the
same baseline content whilst preserving its dramatic nature
and global narrative properties, by transposing recent advances of automatic narrative generation back to the field
of video. These correspond to different variants of a given
film, each exhibiting different narrative properties, but each
constituting a proper drama, albeit with a different course
of action. This achievement would constitute an important
step towards interactive films, but it makes it necessary to
leverage the combinatorial properties of individual video segments beyond the simple reordering of short sequences.
Narrative generation techniques developed in IS support
generation using global dramatic properties and contextual
phenomena. This would make it possible to capitalise on
the “Kuleshov effect” which explains how identical shots1
featuring characters receive a different interpretation by the
viewers depending on their context. However, this requires
a semantics of individual video units compatible with the
1
Shots are sequences of continuous still images (frames) as
filmed through a single, uninterrupted camera take [12].

global logic of AI-based narrative generation. Another important aspect for content recombination is to be able to
derive flexible units of content from the baseline video material. This also overcomes the need to manually tag fixed
individual units of content, which requires significant effort
and may not be compatible with dynamic changes in context
that are at the heart of the narrative variant philosophy.
Interactive Narratives rely on the ability to dynamically
generate the sequence of narrative actions rather than following pre-defined branching points. Narrative generation
thus plays a central role, since it supports the propagation
of changes introduced by the user: either initial preferences
that will trigger a wholly different story variant, or real-time
interventions, which will alter the course of an unfolding
story, leading to a “recomputation” of future story actions.
Techniques underlying narrative generation, such as planning, operate by maintaining causal consistency (narrative
actions being formalised through pre- and post-conditions)
over the entire narrative, from the point in time where new
information is provided until the state defined as the story
end. Narrative generation can thus be applied at any point
in time, and the frequency at which new information can be
taken into account defines the sampling rate of interaction
[24]. However, in the case of our first VBS prototype, there
is still an additional overhead in the amount of processing
required to automatically refine individual video units to be
used in the subsequent generation of the remainder of the
narrative. For that reason, we have focussed our examples
on narrative generation, with user interaction limited to an
initial parameterisation of story properties that will determine the overall nature of the story variant. Our underlying
planner has previously demonstrated its potential for anytime interactivity when used with 3D graphics content [24].
Our technical solution, which we present in this paper,
features in a small-scale (by filmic standards), yet fullyimplemented and functional VBS system which we use as an
illustration throughout the paper. The system uses Michael
Radford’s screen adaptation of Shakespeare’s play The Merchant of Venice [25] as its baseline video. The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we provide the motivation for
this work while relating to previously proposed IS systems.
Section 3 introduces the key elements of our system’s architecture. In Sections 4 and 5 the video processing technology
needed to achieve VBS is described while narrative generation is discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents
early evaluation results, and we conclude by discussing future work and current limitations.

2.

RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

The development of video-based storytelling is an active
area of Multimedia systems research, and several prototypes
based on the storyfication paradigm [27] have been introduced by Brooks [6], Aguierre Smith et al [28, 29], Cesar et
al [8], Bocconi et al [4], Zsombori [32] and Shen et al [27].
These systems organise user-contributed content [8] into a
narrative [27] or support the generation of personalised documentaries [6, 4, 32]; most of them aim at organising video
content into a narrative format, rather than modifying a preexisting narrative structure. One common feature of these
systems is their commitment to semantic categorisation of
basic video units, which is consistent with a bottom-up approach, aiming at producing semantic consistency from local
principles. These semantic categories are often generated

through manual tagging, which assumes, but is also consistent with, a static unit of content.
These early works adopt a discourse oriented perspective
(see the importance of shots as units in [14], or rhetorical
relations in [3]), without considering the global properties
of the plot. Zsombori et al [32] developed authoring and
delivery tools for interactive television as part of the NM2
project. Their approach relied on improvements to branching narrative techniques and didn’t exploit AI techniques
such as planning, hence their system is unable to reason
about global narrative properties and maintain global causal
consistency (a fact acknowledged by the authors [32]). Other
approaches such as IDC [26] and AUTEUR [22] reason at the
level of individual actions to output a restricted set of short
videos and have made reference to some planning concepts,
although mostly restricted to action description. Jung et al
[18] considered the narrative properties of video content and
emphasised the locality of dramatic actions but also recognised the need for editorial relations to support the narrative structure. It could be said that these systems included
the elementary components of planning actions, but without connecting them to modern planning algorithms which
operate on global rather than local constraints.
The challenge we are addressing is to reconcile this narrative approach with the visual quality that only video can
provide. Our VBS system has different narrative objectives than the systems discussed above and hence is closer
in its philosophy to those IS systems that use (top-down)
plan-based narrative generation with 3D graphics. In IS,
state-of-the-art plan-based narrative generators such as [24]
are capable of generating complex narratives containing 40+
narrative actions and working consistently on the global aspects of an output narrative, which we see as a key factor in
the induction of a narrative experience for authored media.
Our earlier approach [23] attempted to directly combine
state-of-the-art plan-based narrative generation with video
content. It used somewhat naive mappings between planning actions and video segments with the consequence that
the output was restricted to variants that were simple rearrangements of the original input story, without fundamentally changing the original semantics of the actions. In other
words, there was a mismatch between our semantic/action
level and our narrative level: the two limitations we faced
were i) the static nature of our basic video units and ii) the
lack of sophistication of our semantic representation.
In this paper we shall describe how these limitations have
been addressed as part of our new prototype. Our solution involved the development of a shared semantic representation that facilitated the conceptual integration of video
processing and narrative generation based on AI planning
techniques for story consistency. For instance, the automatic categorisation of emotional aspects of video can provide some form of baseline semantic analysis which is both
relevant to narrative aspects and also to how users tend to
consume filmic media [19]. This approach enables the generation of planning compatible actions as units of recombination in a way that was previously not possible, thus enabling
the construction of completely new filmic variants.

3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

An overview of the architecture of our system is shown in
Fig. 1. The output is a system generated filmic variant of
the baseline input movie or potentially a completely new
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Figure 1: Architecture of the VBS system: a baseline video is analysed and a semantic subspace is
created within the semantic integration module and
then shared with the domain model; the integration
module handles communication between the video
system and the narrative generation modules to automatically produce novel filmic variants through
video recombination.
story except for the locations and the actors involved (their
role and interaction may be completely different from those
of the original). The heart of the system is a video integration module which acts as the nexus between the analysis
of the input video and the generation of narrative variants
for output. The integration of video analysis and narrative
generation is achieved via the use of a shared semantic representation which enables communication between the content
automatically identified by the video system and the model
of the narrative domain used for narrative generation.
During an initial phase of domain analysis, low-level features of the input baseline video are processed to determine
basic contextual information (such as characters and locations) and subdivided into shots which form the building
blocks for recombined video generation. Also during the
domain analysis phase, a representation of the narrative domain is created which includes specification of key narrative
actions to be defined for subsequent narrative generation.
Then, at the end of the domain analysis phase, the identified shots and narrative actions are mapped to points in the
shared semantic representation. These points are defined in
terms of semantic features such as the presence of different
characters and their mood and provide a common vocabulary for communication between the system components.
In the VBS core, the narrative generation module outputs
story variants in response to user input. These variants (sequences of narrative actions) must be constructed in a way
that ensures the generation of a consisent plot or preserves
the consistency of a modified one. This can’t be done without video analysis level reasoning about local causality and
consistency and hence our approach integrates it with a joint
though separate high level reasoning about global narrative
properties. Each action in an output narrative can map to
multiple points in the shared semantic subspace (see Section 4), so the video presentation of individual narrative
actions isn’t limited to any single segment of the baseline
video (as it is with the naive mapping used in [23]); instead, appropriate video subparts for a narrative action can
be selected from any video segments which map to relevant
points for that action in the semantic subspace, while preserving fundamental consistency in the content. This is a
powerful result since it provides a complete decoupling of

the narrative model and the baseline video content which is
only described by its semantics. Importantly, this enables
the presentation of completely novel filmic variants.
Another innovative feature of the system is that the output of video processing is able to place constraints on the
narrative generation. In particular, the list of semantic descriptors identified in the baseline video are used to create
a fully shared semantic subspace, so the planner can avoid
the actions mapping to semantics not present in the video.
The VBS system supports two different modalities for the
creation of the recombined video, each reflecting the direction of the flow of semantic information in the core. The
narrative-driven setup is done online and consists of the
video system answering specific requests for desired content
from the narrative side expressed using the semantic vocabulary. In the video system-driven setup, the latter tries to
identify possible narrative actions by mixing video segments
according to internal models that can be derived from the
integration of consistent pieces of content (in terms of locations, involved characters, and similar models of interactions). The video clips and the associated semantic information are then proposed to the narrative generator, which will
add them to its domain model if they are deemed adequate.

4.

VIDEO MODELING

The baseline video is initially described in terms of the semantic vocabulary and modeled to allow effective content
recombination. Subsection 4.1 details the automatic algorithms for preliminary temporal segmentation of the original
movie into logical basic segments – the building blocks for
recombined video. Subsection 4.2 introduces the intermediate level semantic vocabulary that is used to communicate
between the narrative domain and the video system. Semantic modeling of video content, necessary for the video
recombination process, is detailed in Subsection 4.3.

4.1

Video Segmentation

From a high level point of view, the movie can be separated
into a succession of semantically consistent segments, also
called Logical Story Units (or LSUs) [30], each one conveying
a concept of the story being narrated. Alternatively, at the
most basic level, a video can be divided into shots. Each
LSU is therefore a sequence of temporally adjacent shots
conveying a common concept in the context of the story.
Both shots and LSUs represent fundamental entities with
which the video system constructs new video sequences.
The video system first extracts the shots from the film by
applying a shot boundaries detector [5] [20]. The algorithm
used in this system is based on the classical twin comparison
method, employed on statistical color intensity distributions
of adjacent frames: an abrupt variation in the color distribution is interpreted as a shot boundary. Particular types of
shot boundaries, e.g. dissolves, are also taken into account
through a suitable dissolve model [1].
LSUs are then formed starting from the shot segmentation. In [30], a video is represented by a Scene Transition
Graph (STG). The nodes of the graph are clusters of visually similar and temporally close shots and the edges represent the shot transitions. It is also shown that the STG
can be decomposed into separated cyclic subgraphs through
the removal of so-called cut-edges and that each subgraph
identifies a LSU. This process is shown in Fig. 2.
In the current implementation, visual clustering is per-
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formed by extracting a codebook of visual words by dividing
shot keyframes in square blocks and then running a TreeStructured Vector Quantization algorithm [16] to LUV color
space values of the blocks. The codebook size is determined
by controlling the distortion on the reconstructed keyframe.
Then, a shot similarity measure is defined by averaging the
distortion increase caused by representing each shot using
the codebook of the other. Last, the final shot visual clusters are obtained through hierarchical clustering as in [2].

4.2

Intermediate Semantic Representation

The video system annotates the extracted shots using several
semantic tags that describe intermediate level concepts specified in an agreed vocabulary. The tags allow the definition
of a semantic subspace in which video content is described.
In particular, each shot is described by a semantic point of
the subspace, that is an instance of the tags describing the
semantic point abstraction. We used the following tags:
• Characters: A list of characters present in the shot,
specified by an anonymous name tag, e.g. A, B, ∅ or {A,B},
and the prevalent mood of the individual characters, taking
one of three possible values: positive, negative or neutral.
• Field: A ternary value indicating the field of vision of
the camera: close-up, medium or wide.
• Environment: Three binary values for the general shot
environment (when applicable): time (day or night), location
(indoor or outdoor), and crowd presence (present or not).
The selection of the tags is important both for the video
synthesis and for the narrative generation. The former must
have sufficient information on the shots to recombine them
without losing consistency. In turn, narrative generation
must be able to describe the actions from a more abstract
level, but, at the same time, the tags can’t delve into too
much detail to avoid complicating the mapping between narrative actions and semantic description. In the light of these
considerations, it is clear that, aside from the characters
present in the shot, their prevalent mood is also necessary
to accurately convey the high level meaning of the narrative
action, e.g. positive mood for merry actions. All other tags
are necessary for the coherence of the recombined content,
by allowing mixing of shots that are set in the same context.

4.3

Semantic Modeling of Scenes

As illustrated in Fig. 2, each LSU can be modeled as a completely connected STG, where the nodes represent clusters
of visually similar shots. In order to describe the LSU us-
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Figure 3: SSU generation in various V C -SC correspondence cases: (a) the visual clusters and the semantic clusters are perfectly matched, (b) one of
the visual cluster has spawned two different semantic clusters, (c) additional cut-edge added.

ing the semantic vocabulary, the shots belonging to the LSU
must be re-clustered, using their semantic description. The
initial nodes in the STG may be split in subgraphs. The
resulting new graph transforms the initial LSU to a Markov
chain, that is referred to as a Semantic Story Unit (SSU). In
an SSU, instead of using the visual clusters described in Subsection 4.1, we introduce the concept of semantic clusters,
that are built grouping the shot of the given LSU according
to their semantic tag values. The SSU entity introduced in
this work joins the temporal LSU concept with the semantic
description of the shots to obtain a model that captures the
structural semantic behavior of the scenes.
The construction of an SSU is depicted in Fig. 3. In case
(a), the visual clusters (V C ) and the semantic clusters (SC )
are perfectly matched. In case (b), instead, one visual cluster contains shots with different semantics and hence has
spawned two different SC s. As a consequence of the spawning, the cyclic properties of the original LSU may be lost; in
particular the chain could contain sink nodes, hence introducing additional cut-edges. An example of this situation is
illustrated in case (c).
The Markov chain that constitutes the SSU possesses a
transition probability P . The transition probabilities between the nodes are evaluated using the number of actual
temporal shot transitions. In general, pij is computed by
dividing the number of temporal transitions that go from
shots of the cluster SCi to shots of the clusters SCj , divided
by the number of shots in the cluster SCi . In Fig. 3 the

auto-transitions associated with the probabilities pii have
been omitted for clarity. For example, assuming that the
visual clusters of LSU 1 in Fig. 2 are perfectly matched to
the semantic clusters of the corresponding SSU, as in case
(a) of Fig. 3, the transition probability matrix would be:
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For sink nodes, such as SC9 in case (c) of Fig. 3, a unitary
probability is assigned to their auto-transition.
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Semantic Information Exchange

After semantic analysis of the baseline video the semantic
subspace is defined by organizing the available resources for
use by the system, namely, the semantic points.
Part of the domain model is a manually constructed mapping between high-level actions and so-called semantic patterns. The patterns are a list of semantic points that need to
be present in the considered action for correctly conveying
the high level meaning, e.g., a semantic pattern of a dialogue
could be constituted by two points with character A and two
points with the same environmental tags and character B.
With the available semantic points known, the model can be
updated to avoid those not present in the original content.
Examples of the semantic information exchanged in the
modalities described in Section 3 are depicted in Fig. 4. Part
(a) shows the video-driven set up where, aside from the semantic subspace definition, the video system also provides a
list of semantic patterns generated via the semantic patterns
proposal of Subsection 5.2. This video-driven setup is motivated by its detailed knowledge of the movie structure, i.e.
it can put together novel semantic patterns using the conceptual information. Moreover, the visual content for these
narrative actions is of high quality by construction.
In the narrative-driven setup (part (b) of the figure), a
semantic pattern request is sent to the video system as it
chooses the next narrative action. The pattern requested is
obtained through the mapping between the narrative actions
and the semantic vocabulary, with suitable parameters for
characters and location pertinent to the action.
When the video system is able to satisfy the request, the
narrative generator is notified to provide the subtitles to add
to the shots. Since the narrative generator is constrained by
the semantic subspace definition, the request can in principle
be satisfied. However, in certain cases the video system can
fail (see Subsection 5.2), which forces the story generator to
rewind its engine and to find an alternative narrative action.

Semantic Clusters Recombination

This subsection formalizes the SSU-based innovative techniques for the manipulation of Markov chains (SSU transition graphs) for the generation of the recombined video,
namely the substitution and deletion of semantic clusters
belonging to a given SSU and pairwise Semantic Story Units
fusion respectively.
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and the technologies for video recombination.
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Figure 4: Mapping between video and narrative using the shared semantic subspace: each action is
mapped to a semantic pattern and the patterns are
depicted as a shaded region in the subspace. In (a)
the video system proposes semantic patterns as possible actions and the resulting recombined video is
assessed and in (b) the narrative generator requests
recombined video with given semantic patterns associated with a narrative composed by three actions.
The dashed arrows (label 3) denote a successive request of the same pattern as that of label 1.

5.2.1

Semantic Cluster Substitution and Deletion

When the video system receives a semantic pattern request,
it generates a shot sequence after having constructed a suitable SSU. To properly answer to a pattern request, the ideal
situation is to have an SSU composed by semantic clusters
which have a one-to-one correspondence with the needed semantic points. In that case, the system would perform a
random walk across the Markov chain model of the SSU.
From any given node, a shot is chosen with the only constraint being to preserve causality of visual information.
Auto-transitions in the SSU are not desirable since shots
described by the same semantic points played back to back
introduce visual flicker. Hence, an operator D[·] puts the
diagonal values of P to 0 and uniformly redistributes the
probability among the other columns. Obviously, the redistribution of some probability perturbs the transition matrix.
If no perfectly matching SSU is found, the video system
tries to generate a new target SSU that satisfies the pattern,
starting from so-called candidate SSUs. A given SSU is a
potential candidate to be modified into the target SSU if
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both these conditions are satisfied: the candidate SSU has at
least a matching semantic point with the target SSU and it
has no less semantic clusters than the target SSU so as not to
generate artificial cluster transitions. To avoid the complete
loss of the existing logical structure, only two operations are
allowed: substitution and deletion of semantic clusters. The
rationale under this process is to minimize the changes to
the underlying structure of the candidate SSU inherited by
the original video content. When semantic criteria are not
applicable, low level visual distortion (the shot similarity
measure introduced in Section 4.1) is used instead.
The algorithm for choosing the best candidate SSU is
based on satisfying as many semantic points as possible,
starting from the most numerous one in terms of requested
points. The tie-breaking criteria among candidates is the
fewest number of shots that are unrelated to the desired semantic clusters. At the end of this process, the semantic
clusters of the best candidate SSU with unrelated semantic points must be substituted and those in excess must be
deleted to adhere to the semantic pattern.
First, let us concentrate on cluster substitution. Fig. 5 depicts such a situation. The candidate SSU has SC1 and SC3
satisfying the semantic pattern, but SC2 does not and need
to be substituted. Our objective is to preserve the number of
shots in SC2 so that the transition matrix is not perturbed.
Then, we try to find a matching semantic cluster in some
other SSU that satisfies the requested semantic point and
that has sufficient shots: in the example, SC5 is subsampled
and put in place of SC2 . If more than one cluster fits, then
the closer one in terms of average shot similarity is selected.
Alternatively, if no matching semantic cluster has enough
shots, the visually closer clusters are exhausted in sequence
until the number of needed shots is satisfied. In the case that
more semantic clusters need to be substituted, the process
is repeated sequentially.
Last, excess semantic clusters may need to be deleted.
This operation is more penalizing because it is bound to
perturb the transition matrix, since some cluster transitions
disappear and hence this is equivalent to reducing the number of dimensions of P . Moreover, some diagonal value may
acquire non-zero values, that is some auto-transition may
also appear in the target SSU. Again, D[·] needs to be applied before performing the random walk for shot selection.
The video system should compute a cost to highlight how
much of the original SSU structure has been lost to answer
the request; if this exceeds a threshold the video system
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Figure 5: Semantic cluster substitution: some shots
in SC5 (green) are substituted into SC2 (red).
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Figure 6: SSU fusion process: the fused SSU has
aggregated SC2 from SSU 1 and SC4 from SS2, that
represent the same semantic point, into the fused
cluster SCF . Auto-transitions are omitted.
responds with failure, indicating that the request can’t be
satisfied. In this work, the cost associated with the construction of the target SSU is C = wc · nc + wd · nd + wa · na ,
where nc is the number of substituted shots, nd is the number
of deleted shots, na is the number of shots auto-transitions
before the application of D[·] and wc , wd and wa are the
associated weights (wd > wa > wc for the reasons above).

5.2.2

Semantic Story Units Fusion

In the video system driven setup, the video system tries to
generate new possible narrative actions by fusing SSUs and
obtain new semantic patterns. Such a new semantic pattern is proposed for evaluation thanks to the generation of
an example video clip. If it is possible to attach a high
level meaning to the clip then the semantic pattern and the
narrative actions describing it are added to the set of narrative actions. Obviously, single, non-trivial SSUs are first
proposed because they are obtained directly from the corresponding LSUs, which likely reflect narrative actions of the
original plot. In addition, the video system tries to combine different SSUs to obtain a sequence of shots that may
convey some complex meaning. For example, if two SSUs
associated to dialogues are mixed, the fused SSU could possibly represent a new dialogue between multiple characters.
Obviously, it is necessary to fuse only SSUs that have a
minimum degree of coherence. In this work, we exhaustively
try fusing only pairs of SSUs that have at least a matching
semantic cluster. Fig. 6 illustrates the case where two semantic clusters, SC2 and SC4 , share the same semantic point
and as such it is decided to merge them into the fused SSU
SCF , while trying to inherit as much structure as possible
from the individual participating SSUs.
Formally, starting from the SSU 1 with transition matrix
P and SSU 2 with transition matrix Q, we construct a fused
SSU with transition matrix S . We will use Fig. 6 as a working example. The concerned transition matrices are:
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To preserve the original structures, all the transitions be-

tween the clusters inherited by the originals should be preserved (in our case, between SC1 and SC3 and between SC5
and SC6 ). The transitions to and from the fused cluster
should be weighted by the numbers of shots in the original
clusters (defined as n2 and n4 , respectively), as this reflects
the relative importance of the individual component clusters. The most practical solution is therefore to extend the
transition matrices P and Q, rearranging them in the same
row order as S and identifying the individual semantic clusters that will be fused with the final fused clusters, as in:
pF F pF 1 pF 3 0
 p1F p11 p13 0

P∗ = 
 p3F p31 p33 0
 0
0
0 0
0
0
0 0


0
0
0
0
0


qF F

 0


 , Q∗ =  0



 q5F
q6F


0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

qF 5
0
0
q55
q65

qF 6
0
0
q56
q66








where F in P ∗ identifies with SC2 in P and F in Q∗ identifies
with SC4 in Q. Then, the fused SSU transition matrix S is
constructed by concatenating the rows of SF , SP and SQ ,
where SP and SQ are the rows of P ∗ and Q∗ respectively
corresponding to the non-fused SC s and SF are the rows
corresponding to the fused clusters (in this case a single
row), obtained by computing:
SF =

n4
n2
P∗ +
Q∗
n2 + n4 F
n2 + n4 F

where again n2 and n4 are the shots number in the original
SC2 and SC4 clusters being fused. With this formulation,
no new transitions between semantic clusters are introduced.
The resulting matrix is therefore:

p1F

S=
p3F
 q5F
q6F

6.

SF
p11 p13
p31 p33
0 0
0 0


0
0
q55
q65

0
0
q56
q66







NARRATIVE INTEGRATION

Each story variant proposes a different sequence of narrative actions. We have described in previous sections how action variants could be generated from common video footage
using semantic representations. To assemble a consistent
story, it is necessary to preserve the global consistency of actions: this is achieved using AI Planning techniques, which
can handle the combinatorics of individual actions whilst
preserving the overall story logic as previously described
[31]. For the narrative generation, we use a forward-chaining
state-based planner (bottom half of Fig. 1).
In this section we consider the key enablers of narrative
integration in the system: the narrative domain actions and
mappings from them to semantic patterns; and the use of the
shared semantic space in constraining narrative generation
(further details of the planner can be found in [23]).

6.1

Mapping Narrative Actions to Semantics

The domain model used by our planner corresponds to narrative states and is formalised using the PDDL language
[15]. The states refer to categories of actions and character attributes, both generic and specific to the baseline plot.
Narrative actions contain variables that are instantiated at
run time with the names of specific characters, objects, locations corresponding to video semantics.
Also specified during the domain analysis are mappings
between the narrative actions and points in the shared se-

mantic subspace. As with the narrative actions these mappings from actions to semantics contain variables which are
ground at run time by assigning values to character, object,
and location variables. Action and semantics share the same
variable assignments. The mapping used for action translation in our implementation results in semantic sequences
of between 2 and 4 semantic points. As we show in the
evaluation, this is sufficient for representing what are for
the most part binary character interactions, though systems
with larger-scale actions may require longer sequences with
a greater authorial overhead in encoding the mapping.

6.2

Constrained Narrative Generation

In storytelling systems that feature computer generated presentation, every potential narrative action is guaranteed to
have a valid presentation. With a shift to presentation based
on recombination of pre-recorded video data, this guarantee
no longer holds. Our narrative planning procedure therefore must be capable of adapting the generation process to
avoid areas of the narrative space for which video data is not
available. These adaptations are two-fold: static modifications that can be applied to any narrative generated for the
given domain and video data; and dynamic modifications to
recover from unexpected presentation failure.
In Subsection 4.2 we described the process of automatically extracting the parameters for our semantic abstraction
from a set of video data. As VBS systems do not permit
on-line dynamic content generation the semantic subspace
available for presentation is determined prior to narrative
generation. Static analysis can then ensure the planner constructs narratives using only those actions that map to sequences of semantics that are a subset of those available.
This is achieved by performing a filtering procedure as the
variables in each narrative action are ground (by substitution with specific character names and so on), which applies
the action-semantics mapping and accepts only those actions
that map to semantics appearing in the video, avoiding those
for which no representative shot exists in the video data.
This static filtering process guarantees the exclusion of
single actions which cannot be presented given the available
video data, however it may not exclude all necessary actions.
For example, when the requested semantics map to a logical
structure that is radically different from SSUs in the original
video, this request may be declined. Thus the planner must
be able to recover from failure during plan construction.
Failure occurs at one of two points depending on the execution process. If all semantic requests are processed prior to
presentation, then the unpresentable action can be removed
from the domain and a new plan constructed. However, to
enable reactive narrative generation, planning and execution
must be interleaved [7] so when failure is detected presentation of earlier actions may already have begun. This is
the situation assumed in our approach which achieves online failure recovery by removing the failed action from the
domain and re-planning from the previous accepted action.
This results in slightly longer narratives as there are fewer
decision points at which the narrative can ‘work around’ a
failure. The effect of this in practice is explored in Section 7.

7.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the filmic variants
generated by our VBS system in terms of: narrative variant

Narrative Segment 2
A3

Narrative Segment 1
A1
(loan S A money)

A2

S1

(receive B A letter)

"Shylock, will you
stead me the money?"

"Thank you, I am
beholden to you"

Bassanio accepts
the letter

S4
"Fare ye well"

A3
Bassanio accepts
the letter

S7

(propose L J)

A7
(accept-proposal J L)

(bid-farewell P B)

A5

(receive B A letter)

S2

S2

Lorenzo makes his int-entions clear to Jessica

"I take this
ring, Lorenzo"

Jessica steals her
mother's ring

S5 (despairs-over-loss B J)

(welcome A B resid)
"Well met,
my dear friend"

A9
S6 (satisfied-in-revenge L J)

S7

A11

S7

(despair-betrayal S J)

S9
"O my daughter"

A8

"Farewell, Be Merry"

Bassanio departs
leaving Portia alone.

(steal J S ring)

S8

S3

A4

(depart A rialto)

Narrative Segment 4
A10

Narrative Segment 3
A6

"Oh green-eyed
jealousy!"

"Now, infidel, I have
you on the hip."

S5

A12
(reflect-betrayal J S)

S0

A13
S4

(disinherit S J)
"I will not hear
thee speak, Jessica"

Characters: A - Antonio B - Bassanio J - Jessica L - Lorenzo P - Portia

S2

S - Shylock

Figure 7: Sample VBS system output: shown running downwards are excerpts of four narratives generated
using our Merchant of Venice domain model; each narrative shows a number of actions alongside a selection of
video shots chosen by the system for the visual presentation of that action (see text for further detail).
generation; consistency and comprehensibility; and visual
quality. The results of this evaluation are discussed below.

7.1

Generated Filmic Variants

Fig. 7 shows excerpts from filmic variants generated by our
VBS system. Each narrative includes selected actions along
with system chosen video shots for visual presentation. The
narratives highlight a number of important points:
• The generative possibilities afforded by our plan-based approach result in a large space of potential narratives and the
figure shows four very different narratives from this space:
narrative 1 contains elements of the original play, a loan is
established (A1) and a letter received telling of the perilous
circumstances of the benefactor (A3); narrative 2 tells of a
profligate character deserting his wife (A2) and later receiving the indulgent welcome of a good friend (A5); narrative 3
tells of romance (A6, A7), lost love (A8) and revenge (A9);
and narrative 4 tells a very different tale of familial betrayal
(A11), despair (A12) and disinheritance (A13).
• Individual narrative actions can appear in different narratives with different visual presentations (shots) used in each.
For example, action A3 is in narratives 1 and 2 but its presentation differs: shot S7 in narrative 1 and S2 in narrative
2. This is possible because different shots are described by
the same semantic point. Importantly, this flexibility allows
the VBS system to exploit large video corpora enabling multiple presentations on subsequent runs or similar narratives.
• A single shot can be used in multiple semantic contexts
because the same semantic pattern can be part of the mapping to diverse narrative actions, e.g., shot S2 appears in
both narrative 1 and 2 in totally different contexts.

7.2

Generative Power

The power of a narrative generator can be expressed in
terms of expected narrative path length n, and the number of choices at each narrative step (i.e. branching factor)
b. The size of the space of narratives that can be generated
from a given initial state is: bn . Here the branching factor
is described in terms of the number of characters in the narrative c, and the average number of actions each character
has available to them a, giving b = c · a.
As outlined in Section 6.2, a pattern request can fail and
so the average number of actions a can be reduced. In this
case, if p is the fraction of actions removed, then the size of

the narrative space becomes ((1 − p)(c · a))n . However, since
removing actions forces the narrative to circumnavigate affected regions of the previous path, n is expected to increase
when actions are removed and hence narrative possibility is
not compromised.
To evaluate how these changes affect the generative power
in practice, we have calculated the branching factor for our
Merchant of Venice domain and narrative lengths from our
three example initial states. Fig. 8 shows the effect on
branching factor and length that randomly removing increasing number of actions from the domain has. The error
bars show one standard deviation based on 9 repeats over 3
narrative initial states. The high variance is to be expected,
as narrative spaces are well known to be non-uniform [9].
The three narratives averaged a branching factor of 8
when all actions were available. In most cases this was
around 4 actions for each of two on-stage characters. As
actions are removed the branching factor follows the expected downward trend decreasing linearly with number of
actions. Interestingly, the increase in length as convoluted
narratives are required to work around unpresentable actions more than compensates for the decrease in branching
factor. The rapid rise in average narrative length n seen in
Fig. 8 means that the overall space of narratives the planner
draws from actually increases in size.
When using the entire footage of the original Merchant of
Venice film to source video data there are still 6% of the actions in our example domain with no corresponding semantics. This appears near the left of Fig. 8 where the branching
factor has not yet reduced, but produces narratives that are
around 3 actions longer. The greater possibilities enabled by
these additional actions in the narratives more than makes
up for the slight decrease in options for character actions. In
fact, the narrative space is on average 11 times larger than
that being explored when all actions are available.
It should also be noted that when more than 15% of actions were removed prior to narrative generation, runs occurred in which no valid narrative could be found. This is
due to the planner encountering dead-ends or low branching factor regions in the narrative space. The rate of failure
began at 18% (when 85% of actions remain), and rose as
high as 90% (only 60% of all actions remain). So as a rule
of thumb it appears that sufficient video is required to cover
at least 85% of a domain for successful narrative generation.

change in narrative length
branching factor

21
18
15

actions

12
9

6
3
0

for the decrease in branching factor. The rapid rise in average narrative length n seen in Fig. 7 means that the overall
space of narratives the planner draws from has actually increased in size. To put this in perspective, in our Merchant
of Venice domain relying, on all footage from the movie reduces the number of actions by 6%. This gives a space that
40 45
5 on10average
15 is2011 times
25 30
larger35than
Percentage
of actions
removedthe unconstrained space,
as the planner takes longer paths through more flexible narrative possibilities.

random order to test users, who have been asked to answer
for each video to 4 questions, listed below with a brief description of their meaning1 :
SSU driven
Mean Conf. Int.
Question
Question
Question
Question

1
2
3
4

3.19
3.23
3.50
3.23

0.34
0.35
0.27
0.31

Not SSU driven
Mean Conf. Int.
2.88
2.50
3.00
2.57

0.31
0.41
0.29
0.31
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Moreover, the intermediate level semantics also guarantee
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that the actual video content played back is more closely
tailored to the intended high level meaning of the narrative
actions. The system showcases novel techniques for manipulating the Markov models representing semantic story units.
Our experimental results show that the alternative narratives generated through scripted video recombination achieve
promising grades from user tests and highlight the importance of the SSU-based technology presented here in exploiting the underlying logical structure of the original content.
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